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2 WOODHAMS ET AL.

served in unprecedented detail with a research aircraft during the

HyVic pilot flight campaign in January 2019. An evening and

morning flight observed the lake and land breezes respectively

under mostly dry conditions. The circulation was observed at

various heights along a transect across the lake and onshore in

Tanzania. Profiles of the lower troposphere were recorded by

dropsondes over the lake and land. Convection-permitting Me-

tUM simulations with different horizontal grid-spacings were

run for the flight periods. During the evening flight, the aircraft

crossed the lake breeze front over land at 1627 LT, approximately

50 km to the east of the lake shore, recording a 6 g kg−1 de-

crease in specific humidity and reversal in wind direction over

∼5 km. During the morning flight, a shallow land breeze was

observed across the eastern shore at 0545 LT. At least one region

of increased and deeper moisture (previously seen in simulations

but never observed) was sampled over the lake surface between

0527–0855 LT. This bulge of moisture was likely formed from

the lifting of near-surface moist air above the lake by low-level

convergence. The observations and model simulations suggest

that low-level convergence occurred at the leading edge of the

land breeze, which had detached from the main land breeze,

and was propagating westward across the lake with wave-like

characteristics. The MetUM simulations were able to reasonably

reproduce the lake breeze front, bulge feature, and its propaga-

tion, which is a major achievement given the sparse observational

data for model initialisation in this region. However, some timing,

resolution and boundary layer depth issues require further inves-

tigation. Overall, this pilot campaign provides an unprecedented

snapshot of the Lake Victoria lake–land breeze circulation and

motivates a more comprehensive field campaign in the future.

Keywords — Lake Victoria, East Africa, lake–land breeze

circulation, observations, research aircraft
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1 | INTRODUCTION8

Sea/lake and land breezes are often described as density currents, which are horizontal flows that develop in response to a9

horizontal density gradient (Simpson, 1969; Simpson and Britter, 1980). In the atmosphere, these gradients are likely a result of10

temperature differences (Simpson, 1999) and, in the case of sea/lake and land breezes, are driven by the differing heat capacities11
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WOODHAMS ET AL. 3

of water and land. During the day, the land warms faster than the water body creating an onshore (sea/lake) breeze, which advects12

the moist air from over the water toward the land (e.g. Miller et al. 2003; Pielke 2015). Segal et al. (1997) suggest that a lake13

breeze will closely resemble the sea breeze for any lake with a width exceeding 80 km. During the night, the water body cools14

more slowly than the adjacent land, creating an offshore (land) breeze. As will be discussed, lake and land breezes are very15

important for precipitation and winds over Lake Victoria in East Africa, which is the focus area of this study.16

From many decades of study, there is a wealth of literature regarding sea and lake breeze circulations, with a more limited17

number of studies on land breezes. In particular, many studies (both observational and numerical) have looked at the synoptic and18

local factors affecting the occurrence and characteristics of sea and lake breezes. Greater temperature differences between land19

and lake—or greater differences in sensible heat fluxes between the two—will create a stronger breeze (e.g. Biggs and Graves20

1962; Segal et al. 1997; Steenburgh et al. 2000; Laird et al. 2001; Porson et al. 2007; Crosman and Horel 2012; Potes et al. 2017;21

Xu et al. 2019; Purificação et al. 2021). Onshore synoptic flow and strong offshore flow weaken sea/lake breezes, whereas they22

can be strengthened by light offshore flow which enhances the temperature gradient (e.g Biggs and Graves 1962; Estoque 1962;23

Simpson et al. 1977; Arritt 1993; Comer and McKendry 1993; Roebber and Gehring 2000; Laird et al. 2001; Porson et al. 2007;24

Mariani et al. 2018; Potes et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017, 2019. Stability can also affect the breezes as higher stability reduces the25

depth of the breeze and correspondingly the horizontal and vertical winds (e.g. Mak and Walsh 1976; Arritt 1993; Crosman and26

Horel 2012). Size and depth of the lake is important, with larger and deeper lakes driving more intense breezes which are further27

affected by the shape of the lake (e.g. Neumann and Mahrer 1975; Physick 1976; Comer and McKendry 1993; Segal et al. 1997;28

Crosman and Horel 2012; Wang et al. 2017; Iakunin et al. 2018). The height and slope of surrounding terrain may introduce29

anabatic and katabatic winds which strengthen the lake and land breezes (e.g. Wexler 1946; Estoque 1981; Estoque and Gross30

1981; Segal et al. 1997; Zumpfe and Horel 2007; Stivari et al. 2003). The roughness length and use of surrounding land will also31

affect various aspets of the breezes (e.g. Stivari et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2017). A thorough review of these factors is provided by32

Crosman and Horel (2010), with particular reference to numerical studies.33

The front of a sea (or lake or land) breeze marks the leading edge of the advected air and is generally associated with sharp34

gradients in temperature, moisture and wind, and a zone of convergence (Miller et al., 2003). Using radar, Mariani et al. (2018)35

showed that the leading edge of the lake breeze can be a ‘wedge’ or ‘plume’ shape depending on whether the prevailing flow is36

offshore or onshore respectively. A few observational studies have deduced the horizontal extent of this front: Curry et al. (2017)37

estimated the width to be 50–800 m for lakes in the Manitoba region of Canda, whereas Zumpfe and Horel (2007) estimated a38

width of 3–4 km for the smaller Great Salt Lake in northern US. These results contradict the numerical study of Neumann and39

Mahrer (1975) which suggested that the front would be more pronounced for smaller lakes. ***Add some values for changes in40

variables over Lake breeze front*** Many studies have observed or modelled the depth of the lake breeze, which varies from41

about 100–1000m (e.g Moroz 1967; Lyons and Olsson 1973; Comer and McKendry 1993; Bischoff-Gauß et al. 2006; Suresh42

2007; Zumpfe and Horel 2007; Kehler et al. 2016; Curry et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017; Iakunin et al. 2018; Mariani et al. 2018),43

although Stivari et al. (2003) and Asefi-Najafabady et al. (2010) found lake breeze depths up to 1500 m. Winds within the lake44

breeze will vary according to the synoptic and local factors listed above, but are ∼5 ms−1 (e.g Laird et al. 2001; Stivari et al.45

2003; Mariani et al. 2018). These factors also affect the inland penetration of the lake breeze, shown to be from several km to46

∼100 km in much of the previously cited literature. Lake breezes have been shown to enhance afternoon convection over land by47

the advection of additional moisture and convergence at the lake breeze front (LBF) (e.g. King et al. 2003; Suresh 2007; Gerken48

et al. 2014; Alexander et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019), whereas divergence and subsidence occur over the centre of the lake (e.g49

Neumann and Mahrer 1975; Physick 1976). A return flow occurs between ∼1000–2000 m above the surface breeze (e.g. Moroz50

1967; Lyons 1972; Keen and Lyons 1978). Moroz (1967) suggests that the return flow over lakes is more pronounced than for51

sea-breeze circulations.52

Studies such as Roebber and Gehring (2000), Kehler et al. (2016) and Dehghan et al. (2018) have evaluated the ability of53

various numerical models to accurately represent and predict lake breeze events. These studies have shown increased skill for54
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higher-resolution models and that errors associated with sensitivity to lake surface temperature and prevailing background flow55

can affect the inland propagation of the breeze. Dehghan et al. (2018) suggest that issues with the representation of diffusion56

reduced the sharpness of the LBF in their model.57

Discussion of land breezes is largely neglected in the literature, especially over lakes where two land breezes may oppose58

one another from opposite shores. Land breezes tend to be weaker than their lake (or sea) counterparts, even if the magnitude59

of the land–water temperature contrast is the same during the day and night, attributed to increased stability in the boundary60

layer overnight compared to the daytime (Mak and Walsh, 1976). Land breezes have been shown to enhance cloudiness or61

convection over the lake during the early morning as a result of convergence and likely thermal instability above the warm surface62

(e.g. Pielke and Segal 1986; Neumann and Mahrer 1975; Physick 1976; Keen and Lyons 1978; Comer and McKendry 1993;63

Tsujimoto and Koike 2013; Koseki and Mooney 2019; Xu et al. 2019). The role of convergent land breezes in the formation of64

Great Lake snow storms has been shown by e.g Passarelli and Braham (1981) and Ballentine (1982). A convective storm moving65

over the lake at night can also be enhanced due to increased convergence and moisture (e.g. Zou et al. 2020). The response of66

convection to the lake–land breeze circulation over Lake Victoria will be discussed in more detail below.67

Lake Victoria in East Africa is the largest tropical lake in the world, where storms and high winds, thought to be largely68

driven by nocturnal land breezes, are estimated to contribute to 5,000 fatalities on the lake every year (Cannon et al., 2014). An69

estimated 3.5 million people rely on the lake for their livelihoods, including 200,000 who fish on the lake (Semazzi, 2011). The70

lake also supports transport and trade routes, as well as hydroelectric power. Flohn and Fraedrich (1966) noted the existence of71

a diurnal circulation system and linked the early morning maximum of rainfall over the lake to convergence produced by the72

nocturnal land breeze. Conversely, a divergent lake breeze suppresses convection over the lake, and uplift and moist lake air73

at the LBF favour convective initiation over land during the day (e.g. Datta 1981; Ba and Nicholson 1998; Thiery et al. 2015;74

Woodhams et al. 2019). The lake and land breezes are also reinforced by anabatic and katabatic flows respectively, especially75

on the steep slopes of the eastern branch of the East African Rift (Lumb, 1970; Okeyo, 1986; Mukabana and Pielke, 1996;76

Anyah et al., 2006; Thiery et al., 2015). Van de Walle et al. (2020) showed that convergence over the lake at night is enhanced77

in the north–south direction by the deflection of the easterly prevailing winds around the eastern branch of the East African78

Rift in stable conditions. Thiery et al. (2016) showed a statistical link between intense daytime storms over surrounding land79

and the occurrence of intense storms over the lake the following night, linked to enhanced low-level convergence and moisture80

availability as a result of the daytime storms. This correlation was used to create an early warning system for the most intense81

storms over the lake, with high accuracy but short lead times (Thiery et al., 2017).82

Many previous studies of Lake Victoria’s lake—land breeze circulation have simulated the mean diurnal cycle of winds,83

moisture and precipitation, thereby neglecting the impact of daily variability, and smoothing out small-scale details. For the84

first time, Woodhams et al. (2019, from hereon W19) investigated individual case studies of the lake–land breeze circulation85

and storm events over Lake Victoria using a convection-permitting (CP) version of the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM)86

with 1.5 km horizontal grid-spacing. The study included simulations of a dry period in July, a large storm during May (Long87

Rains season) and a smaller storm from July (dry season). All W19 simulations showed the formation of lake breezes across88

the shorelines of Lake Victoria (their Figure 14), with convergence generally strongest to the east of the lake, where the lake89

breeze runs into the prevailing easterly winds. The lake breeze across the eastern shore occurred over a depth of ∼1 km in the90

W19 dry case (their Figures 7c,i,o), in agreement with studies elsewhere in the world. The LBF reached its maximum extent91

inland (80 km) at 1800 LT (LT = UTC+3) and was associated with enhanced upward motion and the transport of moist air92

aloft. A return flow was identified between ∼2–5 km MSL (∼1–4 km AGL), which advected the moist air back toward the lake93

and induced subsidence over the lake surface (also shown in Thiery et al. 2015). A return flow also occurred to the east of the94

LBF—manifested in a reduction in the prevailing easterlies in the mid-levels—resulting in divergent flow above the LBF.95

Between 2200-0900 LT, the afternoon convergence line in the W19 dry case was propagated westward back toward and96

across the lake by the formation of a land breeze in the lowest few hundred metres across the eastern shore, and later at 0200 LT97
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by the strengthening of the prevailing easterly flow over a depth of ∼2 km (their Figures 7d-f,j-l,n-r and 14). This propagation98

showed that—at least in the W19 case—the daytime convergence over land and nocturnal convergence over the lake were caused99

by a persistent line of convergence which propagated from land to lake, rather than being two separate features. In the Long100

Rains (MAM) case study, this propagation was shown to be responsible for the lake-ward propagation of a storm which formed101

at the eastern LBF.102

In the dry case study, the overnight land breeze density current flow across the eastern shore collided with the stable air in103

the lowest few hundred metres above the lake surface, causing the moist near-surface air to be lofted upward into a shallow bulge.104

This bulge had a depth of a few hundred metres and propagated westward with the convergence (W19, their Figures 7d-e,j-k). A105

shallow land breeze also formed across the western shore around 0200 LT, which reinforced the convergence over the lake. The106

centre of the moisture bulge was located over the centre of the lake at 0200 LT and over the western shore at 0900 LT (W19,107

their Figures 7k and 7l respectively). W19 hypothesised that the properties of this moisture bulge (moisture content and depth)108

could determine whether or not a storm initiates over the lake itself. This type of feature has not been described in any previous109

literature on land breezes.110

Despite the importance of accurate and timely weather information for the lake, forecasting severe weather in this region111

remains a great challenge for Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. The introduction of a convection-permitting (CP)112

forecast model over East Africa by the UK Met Office (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Woodhams et al., 2018) has improved the113

diurnal cycle of rainfall and representation of convective storms compared to forecasts from the global operational system, but114

biases in rainfall timing and amount persist and overall forecast skill remains low. Likely reasons for poor model skill include115

unresolved trigger mechanisms and a lack of observations—especially upper air—for data assimilation. Understanding drivers of116

precipitation over Lake Victoria is also important on climate timescales; precipitation is the largest and most variable term in117

the water budget of Lake Victoria, responsible for fluctuations in the lake water levels (Yin and Nicholson, 1998; Vanderkelen118

et al., 2018a,b). Various studies have shown the importance of using high-resolution climate runs to represent the effect of local119

processes on precipitation over the lake basin (e.g. Souverijns et al. 2016; Thiery et al. 2016; Finney et al. 2019, 2020), but biases120

remain which cannot be addressed without improved understanding of the local atmospheric system.121

Given the lack of in-situ observations in the region, the processes and features described in W19 (and most other studies)122

were based almost entirely on model simulations. Existing in-situ observations of the lake–land breeze circulation have been123

obtained from weather stations with fixed locations (e.g. Lumb 1970; Datta 1981), but it is difficult to use them in isolation to124

build a full picture of the circulation. Data from such stations is generally recorded with a maximum frequency of 15 minutes, too125

low to fully capture the passage of the lake or land breeze fronts. In addition, such stations can only sample the circulation at the126

surface. Upper-air observations are particularly lacking in the region, and observations over the lake itself present an exceptional127

challenge. As such, the vertical structure of the lake and land breezes and a possible moisture bulge over Lake Victoria have128

not been observed. An additional challenge is that many weather stations in the region are owned by private companies or the129

national meteorological services, and data is not easily accessible to researchers.130

In January 2019, the HyVic pilot flight campaign took place using the Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements131

(FAAM) BAe-146 aircraft to observe the lake–land breeze circulation over Lake Victoria. The campaign consisted of an evening132

and morning flight, both with a duration of approximately 4 hrs, to sample the lake and land breeze components of the circulation133

respectively. The campaign occurred during a period with very little rainfall, therefore without the presence of a major storm to134

complicate the flows and analysis. Although observations of storms would be very beneficial, the aircraft is not able to fly in such135

conditions. Other than an overall higher specific humidity and the resulting effects of the presence of the storm, the lake–land136

breeze circulation during the Long Rains case from W19 showed remarkable similarities to the dry case (their Figures 12 and137

13), showing that a dry period can still offer insight into rainfall occurrence over the lake. In particular, the flights aimed to138

investigate some of the features simulated by the model in the dry case in W19 (such as the moisture bulge); characterise the lake139

and land breeze fronts; and collect observations to be used for model verification. High-resolution CP MetUM simulations were140
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run for the HyVic pilot period with 4.4 km, 1.5 km and 300 m horizontal grid-spacing (the latter of which is far higher resolution141

than any operational model currently in the region). The model simulations are presented as a companion to understand which142

processes are consistent between observations and model, and how model resolution impacts this. Given the high seasonal and143

sub-seasonal variability in moisture availability and circulation in the region (e.g. Yang et al. 2015; W19), it is noted that the144

two flights presented in this paper cannot be used to draw robust conclusions about the lake–land breeze circulation on all days.145

However, this novel set of observations can still provide a snapshot of the lake–land breeze circulation in unprecedented detail,146

be used for detailed evaluation of model performance, and inform future field campaigns.147

Section 2 introduces the flight tracks, aircraft observations, other observational data and accompanying model simulations148

analysed in the paper. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present and discuss the observations from the evening and morning flights respectively,149

alongside the model simulations, and the model is evaluated in section 3.3. Conclusions are drawn in section 4, including150

suggestions for an extended field campaign in the future.151

2 | METHODS152

2.1 | Flights153

This study was performed using the FAAM BAe-146 aircraft, operating out of Entebbe, Uganda (white star, Figures 2a,c) on154

26–27 January 2019. The campaign consisted of two flights: one in the evening to observe the lake breeze, and one the following155

morning to observe the land breeze. Given the lack of previous observational data, much of the flight planning was based on156

the dry period simulation in W19. Since the W19 case study was taken from July, forecast data from the 4.4 km Met Office157

operational Tropical Africa model (Hanley et al., 2021) for January and February 2018 were also used to inform the flight158

plans. However, the operational data was on a coarser grid and had reduced model output times and variables compared to the159

simulations in W19.160

It was important that the morning flight directly followed the evening flight; W19 showed that onshore convergence to the161

east of the lake during the evening propagates across the lake overnight, therefore the same ‘system’ could be sampled in both162

flights. The flights were timed to sample the mature lake and land breezes, whilst also taking into account constraints on aircraft163

and crew turnaround between flights, and the minimum safe altitude when flying in the dark. For safety reasons, flights could164

only take place when there were no significant storms. Flight times are summarised in Table 1.165

Flight Date Takeoff Landing
Entebbe sunset or

sunrise

C130 26 Jan 2019 1234 UTC/ 1534 LT 1615 UTC/ 1915 LT 1606 UTC/ 1906 LT

C131 27 Jan 2019 0208 UTC/ 0508 LT 0637 UTC/ 0937 LT 0359 UTC/ 0659 LT

TA B L E 1 A summary of the flights performed as part of the HyVic pilot flight campaign.

Both flights were based along an approximately northwest to southeast transect between Entebbe (on the northwest shore of166

the lake) and approximately 130 km onshore from the eastern shore in Tanzania (Figure 2). This transect was flown at several167

altitudes in order to observe the lake and land breezes in two dimensions. During both flights, six sondes were dropped from the168

highest leg of the transect to obtain full profiles throughout the lower troposphere. The aircraft transect was chosen to be similar169

to the model transect analysed in W19, whilst also choosing a navigable path over terrain to the east of the lake. Lake Victoria170

itself sits at 1,135 m above mean sea level (MSL).171

The evening flight began with a terrain-following leg at ∼300 m above ground level (AGL) (∼1450 m MSL over the lake,172
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Figures 2a,b, red–orange colours), which passed from the lake onto the land to sample the lake breeze near to the surface. This173

leg was briefly interrupted over the lake (∼33.6◦) whilst awaiting air traffic control clearance. The low-level leg was followed by174

a return leg at ∼6000 m MSL (light blue colours) to sample the mid-level return flow. Between these along-transect legs, two175

legs were flown approximately perpendicular to the transect (parallel to the LBF, yellow–aqua colours) at the lower and upper176

altitudes. The aircraft then ascended to ∼8500 m MSL and dropped six sondes from east to west, including two over land and177

four over the lake (Figure 2b, dark blue colours and Figure 3b, pink crosses). This flight pattern enabled low-level flying to take178

place in daylight with the dropsondes at dusk.179

The morning flight began with the highest leg (∼7500 m MSL, dark blue colours, Figures 2c,d), along which six sondes180

were dropped from west to east, the first five over the lake and the final sonde just on the shoreline (Figure 2d and Figure 3c, pink181

crosses). In this case, the highest leg was completed first due to altitude restrictions in the dark. The aircraft then performed two182

further legs at ∼4000 m (light blue colours) and ∼2000 m MSL (teal colours). As the latter leg reached the shoreline close to first183

light, the aircraft descended to ∼300 m AGL (∼1450 m MSL over the lake), until turning 180◦ ∼75 km inland and continuing184

back toward the lake, following the terrain at this height (green–yellow colours). Once over the lake, the aircraft descended to185

150 m AGL (∼1300 m MSL) to complete the return leg. From the sonde drops, an approximate horizontal location and likely186

depth of a moisture bulge was identified and this was then sampled between 0730–0900 LT at various heights between 30 and187

500 m AGL (1165–1635 m MSL, yellow–red colours) and with two aircraft profiles. Aircraft profiles were also performed over188

the centre of the lake (orange colours), to compare profiles inside and outside the bulge region. Based on W19, the ideal time to189

search for the bulge feature and sample over-lake convergence would have been around 0200 LT, but restrictions on low-level190

flying in the dark meant that the near-surface could not have been sampled at this time.191

This short campaign was designed as an add-on to the MOYA campaign based in Entebbe, Uganda (measuring methane192

over tropical Africa, Barker et al. 2020) and was a pilot for a more comprehensive campaign in the future. The campaign was193

also associated with the HIGHWAY field campaign, which included two enhanced observation periods during March—May and194

July—August 2019. Among other data sources, observations were collected using ground-based weather stations across the basin195

and radar located on the southern shore of the lake in Mwanza, Tanzania (Waniha et al., 2019). HIGHWAY has also enhanced the196

long-term collection of atmospheric data over East Africa to improve the quality of operational forecasts and increase climate197

monitoring.198

2.2 | Aircraft data199

Data were collected using in situ instrumentation carried by the BAe-146 aircraft, described in some detail by Mirza (2016).200

During science sampling, the aircraft maintains an Indicated Airspeed of 210 knots which, given the altitude of the lake, results201

in a typical True Airspeed of ∼120 ms−1 when sampling in situ.202

Temperature data were collected by a loom-type platinum resistance thermometer which was located in a non-deiced203

Rosemount Temperature housing. Data were recorded at 32 Hz and are reported at 1 Hz. While measurements are susceptible to204

drift, this type of instrument is expected to have an accuracy better than +/- 0.5K.205

Humidity was sampled using a combination of a slow-response well-calibrated chilled-mirror hygrometer (Buck CR2) and a206

fast response tunable-diode laser hygrometer (Water Vapour Sensing System-II, WVSS-II). While the WVSS-II is not calibrated,207

chilled-mirror hygrometers, such as the Buck CR2, are known to suffer from excursions when sharp humidity gradients are208

crossed. Therefore, the fast-response WVSS-II instrument was first compared to the Buck in known ‘good’ periods—away209

from large humidity gradients and altitude changes—and showed good agreement. This allowed the WVSS-II to be used to210

sample the more challenging environments. Data are reported at 1 Hz. A flush-mounted inlet was used to provide the sample211

to the WVSS-II. The location of the flush-mounted inlet within the aircraft boundary layer is not expected to compromise the212

measurements as it has been shown to perform as well as a Rosemount inlet when sampling humidity concentrations > 1.0 g m−3213
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(Vance et al., 2015), which is significantly lower than any humidity values encountered during this case study.214

Three-dimensional wind components were sampled at 32 Hz using a nose-mounted 5-port turbulence probe (Mirza et al.,215

2016). Data were combined with position and aircraft altitude information from a GPS-aided Inertial Navigation Unit (GIN) and216

rotated on to the transect heading to give along-transect wind speeds at 1 Hz. Quality control analysis showed some evidence of217

a weak heading dependency to wind direction in the data. This is likely related to imperfectly specified calibration coefficients218

for alignment of GIN components, resulting in rotation errors for the wind vector. Comparison of the rotated along-transect219

wind speeds with a supplementary turbulence probe located on the wing—the AIMMS20 (Beswick et al., 2008)—showed good220

agreement suggesting that this error is not significant for this study (not shown). Vertical velocity perturbations at 32 Hz around221

the mean value are taken as a proxy for turbulence intensity, since turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is proportional tow ′2 (Petersen222

and Renfrew, 2009).223

Temperature, pressure and humidity were also measured using Vaisala RD94 dropsondes launched from the aircraft when224

at high altitude. Data were transmitted to the Airborne Vertical Atmospheric Profiling System (AVAPS) receiver on board the225

aircraft at a frequency of 2 Hz. The fall speed of the sondes varied from ∼10–15 ms−1, therefore measurements were taken every226

∼5–8 m.227

Thermodynamic quantities potential temperature (θ) and virtual potential temperature (θv ) were computed using inputs of228

pressure, temperature and specific humidity from the aircraft data and sondes. Virtual potential temperature takes into account229

the temperature and moisture content of air and can be used as a proxy for buoyancy. It is given by θv = θ (w + ε)/(ε (1 +w )) ,230

wherew is the mixing ratio (approximated by specific humidity) and ε ≈ 0.622 is the ratio of the gas constant for dry air to the231

gas constant for water vapour (Markowski and Richardson, 2010).232

2.3 | MetUM simulations233

Convection-permitting (CP) Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) simulations were run for the campaign period. The regional234

model setup was the same as that described in W19—based on the Even Newer Dynamics for General atmospheric modelling235

(ENDGAME) dynamical core (Wood et al., 2014)—except with the new Regional Atmosphere 1 for the Tropics (RA1T, Bush236

et al. 2019) configuration. Of note is the use of the zero lateral flux (ZLF) scheme of Zerroukat and Shipway (2017), which237

ensures that mass is conserved and reduces the excessive rainfall rates seen in Woodhams et al. (2018). For the boundary layer, a238

‘blended’ paramterisation scheme (Boutle et al., 2014) was used, which, dependent upon the ratio between the model resolution239

and turbulent length scale, seamlessly transitions between a 1D vertical turbulent mixing scheme suitable for coarse resolutions240

(Lock et al., 2000) and a 3D turbulent mixing scheme based on Smagorinsky (1963).241

Simulations were triply one-way nested, with horizontal grid-spacings of 4.4 km, 1.5 km and 300 m (Figure 1). Details242

about the domain sizes and model timesteps are given in Table 2. The 4.4 km nest was driven by boundary conditions from the243

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) model. The regional244

model nests had 80 terrain-following vertical levels up to a lid of 38.5 km. The simulations were run out to T+ 60 h with model245

data output every hour. Runs initialised at 2019/01/25 0000 UTC and 2019/01/25 1200 UTC were used to compare to aircraft246

data from the evening and morning flights respectively.247

Horizontal grid-spacing Grid-points (W×H) Domain size (W×H) (km) Model timestep (s)

4.4 km 600 × 600 ∼ 2600 × 2650 150

1.5 km 1000 × 1000 ∼ 1490 × 1490 60

300 m 2200 × 2000 ∼ 660 × 597 15

TA B L E 2 Details about nested convection-permitting MetUM model runs.
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Foundation water surface temperatures (temperature below the diurnal warm layer) from the Operational Sea Surface248

Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) were used for the lake surface temperature (LST) (Fiedler et al., 2014). OSTIA249

includes satellite sea surface temperature (SST) data from the Group for High Resolution SST (GHRSST) and in situ data250

received via the Global Telecommunication System (GTS), although no in situ observations are currently reported from Lake251

Victoria. Woodhams et al. (2018) provides a full description of this dataset and its limitations in the region.252

For consistency, θ and θv were computed in the same way as for the observations (i.e. these variables were not output253

directly from the model).254

2.4 | Satellite observations and analyses255

Brightness temperatures were computed from the 10.8 µm IR satellite images produced by the Spinning Enhanced Visible256

and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instrument on board the Meteosat Second Generation Satellite (Schmetz et al., 2002). The257

digital number in the image was converted to brightness temperature using the relationship in Chamberlain et al. (2014, their258

equations 1-2). Rainfall rate observations from the IMERG Final Precipitation version 06 product on a 0.1◦ grid from the Global259

Precipitation Measurement () mission (Huffman et al., 2019b,a) were used to compute rainfall anomalies for the period. A full260

description and review of GPM can be found in W19. Analyses from ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), 2017;261

Hersbach et al., 2020) on a 0.25◦ grid with 37 pressure levels and time resolution of 1 hour are used to compare the study period262

with climatology.263

3 | RESULTS264

3.1 | Evening flight265

Figures 4 and 5 show data along the flight transects defined in Figures 3a,b. The bearing of these transect is ∼120◦, such that266

they are approximately west to east, but with a slight north to south component. For the remainder of the paper, ‘westerly’ and267

‘easterly’ will be used to describe along-transect winds, but the reader should bear in mind that these descriptions are approximate.268

Data is missing between 33.55–33.77◦E in Figure 4, where the aircraft had to move off its path to comply with air traffic control.269

Figures 4a,b and 4e,f show that the lake breeze front (LBF) at ∼300 m AGL was observed between 45–50 km inland from the270

eastern shore (∼1740 m MSL) at approximately 1627 LT (marked by red arrows in top 3 panels). The along-transect wind271

reverses direction across the front, changing from approximately +3 ms−1 (westerly) to -5 ms−1 (easterly) over ∼5 km. Over the272

same distance, specific humidity decreases by ∼6 g kg−1. The specific humidity continues to decrease at a lower rate ahead of the273

front, in total falling ∼9 g kg−1 over ∼20 km. Profiles from sonde drops between 1829–1847 LT show that the lake breeze was274

still present over land ∼2 h later and provide information about the vertical structure of the lake breeze (Figures 5). In both sonde275

B over land (25 km onshore) and sonde E over the lake (75 km offshore), very moist air (14–15 g kg−1) and westerly winds were276

observed over the lowest ∼300 m (Figures 6a-c, black lines). A lake breeze depth of ∼300 m suggests that the original transect277

was taken very close to the top of the lake breeze layer.278

During the 300 m AGL transect, cumulus congestus were recorded by an observer on the aircraft, close to where the LBF279

was observed over land. Low clouds just onshore in Tanzania are also visible in the satellite image at 1615 LT (Figure 3a). By280

1645 LT, the congestus in the vicinity of the LBF had developed into deep convection, likely triggered by convergence at the281

front. This convection lasted ∼1.5 hours, remaining as a small, isolated cumulonimbus before decaying shortly before sunset.282

Relatively cold cloud is shown close to the flight track in the satellite image at 1845 LT, likely remnants of the observed storm283

(Figure 3b).284

In the sonde profiles, easterlies were observed above the westerly lake breeze flow from 1500 m MSL (∼350 m AGL) over285
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the lake and 1750 m MSL (∼425 m AGL) over the land (Figure 6c). The strength of the easterly wind generally increases with286

height up to ∼6 km MSL over both the land and lake, above which there is a sharp reduction in along-transect wind. All sondes287

show a particularly strong band of easterlies between 4–6 km MSL (Figure 5a). Between 5–6 km, moisture falls to almost zero288

and potential temperature increases rapidly with height (Figures 6a,b), such that this inversion likely marks the start of the free289

troposphere. A similar band was simulated by the model (although at 6–8 km MSL) and shown to extend across the whole290

transect. Air in the mid-level region (below the free troposphere, but above the lake breeze) is fairly well-mixed. It is warmer291

and drier than the lake breeze layer, but cooler and more moist than the air above. This layer of air likely corresponds to the292

lake-ward return flow of the lake breeze (Thiery et al. 2015; W19). The top height of the return flow is unclear due to the strong293

band of easterlies between 4–6 km MSL, which mask the signal.294

The return flow can be better visualised from the cross-section plots and simulations. At 1600 LT, the 300 m model shows295

a region of stronger easterlies between 3–5 km MSL (below the band of strongest easterlies between 5–7 km MSL at this296

time) which extend from the leading edge of the lake breeze back to ∼15 km onshore (Figure 4e). Figure 4f shows enhanced297

specific humidity in this region, where the return flow advects moisture from the lake breeze—that has been mixed upwards over298

land—back toward the lake. At this time, no observations were recorded in this return flow region; in hindsight, the altitude299

of the mid-level leg designed to sample the return flow (∼6 km MSL, 1756-1813 LT) was higher than the return flow region300

identified in Figures 6a-c. By 1900 LT, the simulated LBF has moved further onshore (∼+110 km) and the lake-ward return flow301

has extended further back over the lake (Figures 5a,b). The extent of the return flow is less clear in along-transect wind than at302

1600 LT, since the prevailing easterly winds have generally strengthened at all heights across the transect. Some of the air in303

this easterly flow may also have originated from the low-level easterlies ahead of the LBF, having been lifted over the denser304

lake breeze air. The extended influence of the return flow is clear in the specific humidity, with values > 3 g kg−1 extending305

approximately 175 km offshore (Figure 5b). The lake-ward return flow is clearly visible in sondes A and B over land, with strong306

easterlies and high specific humidity above ∼2.5 km MSL (Figures 5a,b). Sondes C and D (15 and 35 km offshore respectively)307

also show enhanced specific humidity up to ∼4.5 km MSL (6–8 g kg−1 at 3 km MSL, compared to 3.7 g kg−1 in E and F further308

west over the lake), but the easterlies are reduced compared to A and B (∼-4 ms−1 vs. ∼-8 ms−1).309

Sondes E and F both show increased easterlies above 2.5 km MSL (∼-8 ms−1 at 3 km MSL) compared to sondes C and310

D. The simulation also shows a reduction in the along-transect wind in the region around sondes C and D (∼-7 ms−1 at 3 km311

MSL) and an increase around sondes E and F (∼-6 ms−1). At least in the simulation, the increased easterlies around the locations312

of sondes E and F are related to downward motion of air from the strong easterly band at 6–8 km MSL, possibly as a result of313

divergence over the centre of the lake (not shown). The transect in Figure 5 is extended further to the east compared to Figure 4314

to show the land-ward branch of the return flow east of the LBF, manifested in reduced easterlies between 3–5 km MSL east of315

+100 km (Figure 5a).316

Over the lake, potential temperature decreases with height through the lake breeze layer. Over land, the air is stable over the317

lake breeze layer, suggesting that the cooler air moving from the lake to the land has a stabilising effect at the surface. Above the318

lake breeze, there is an inversion and drying. An interesting feature in the land profile is the distinct layer of well-mixed air319

between ∼1500–2200 m MSL (∼350–1050 m AGL) just above the inversion (Figures 6a,b, black solid lines). The layer is cooler320

and more moist than the air above. There is also evidence of this well-mixed layer between 1600–2000 m MSL (∼350–950 m321

AGL) in sonde E over the lake (black dashed lines). This layer could be a remnant of the lake boundary layer from the previous322

morning.323

An unexpected feature was observed during the 300 m AGL transect. Approximately 15 km offshore (∼33.88◦E, indicated324

by black arrows in Figure 4), the aircraft observations show another sharp front in both wind and moisture, too far behind the325

LBF to be attributed to the aircraft passing into a head region of the flow. In the direction of the shoreline, specific humidity326

increases by ∼5 g kg−1, and the wind increases from nearly stagnant to ∼+4 ms−1 (westerly). The cause of this front over the lake327

remains unclear, especially because of the missing data to the west. One hypothesis is that the aircraft passed into a region with a328
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deeper lake breeze. Deepening of the lake breeze just offshore may occur if air is decelerated at lower levels by increased surface329

friction (as the flow moves onshore), or if the flow is blocked by orography, causing the flow to stagnate and force incoming330

air upwards (e.g. Jiang 2003; Hughes et al. 2009). These theories assume just one front (black arrow) along this section of the331

transect, such that there would have been no other sharp jumps recorded had the region of missing data been sampled. Another332

suggestion is that a second small front existed in the missing data region, and that the the drier and warmer air before the marked333

front could be an intrusion of air from above the boundary layer, possibly related to a small-scale transient feature such as a wave.334

However, since the model does not capture the apparent front, it is difficult to comment on the mechanism of its formation.335

3.2 | Morning flight336

During the morning flight, sonde drops were used to identify signals of a land breeze across the eastern shore and the location337

of a potential moisture bulge similar to that in W19. The aircraft then sampled the identified bulge region at various heights,338

providing further insight into the formation and characteristics of the bulge.339

The along-transect winds, specific humidity and virtual potential temperature θv measured from the sonde curtain (between340

0527-0545 LT) are shown in Figures 7 and 8a-c. In the latter, output from the 300 m model at 0600 LT (T+39 h forecast) is341

plotted behind the observations for comparison. One sonde (F) was dropped over land, very close to the eastern shoreline. Strong342

easterly winds between 1300 and 1500 m MSL (150–350 m AGL) and low θv in the 200 m AGL, indicate a shallow land breeze343

across the eastern shoreline. Compared to the sondes over the lake, sonde F is much drier at the surface, and particularly dry in344

the band of strongest land breeze winds (Figures 7a,b).345

Moving westward across the lake, sondes E and D also show weak easterlies close to the surface, but no signal of the346

strong band of easterlies close to the surface in sonde F. Sonde C (∼110 km from the eastern shore ) shows an increase in near347

surface easterlies compared to D and E, whereas sonde B (∼25 km west of C and ∼90 km east of the western shore) shows348

weak westerlies over the lowest ∼100 m. It is unlikely that these westerlies are related to a land breeze across the western shore349

since sonde A shows low-level easterlies and the simulation suggests that the land breeze front would only be located ∼10 km350

offshore at this time. The change of wind direction between sondes B and C indicates low-level convergence in this region351

(horizontal arrows in Figure 8a). The greater and deeper moisture in sonde B (specific humidity of 10 g kg−1 as high as 2370 m352

MSL compared to 2100 m MSL in sonde C) supports the suggestion of convergence as it indicates near-surface moist air lifted353

by the resulting vertical motion (Figures 7b and 8b).354

The model simulations (all configurations) provide insight into the observations; at 2200 LT on the previous evening, the355

simulations show the formation of a weak land breeze (∼1 ms−1 at the surface) over the lowest ∼100 m across the eastern shore356

(not shown). The land breeze strengthens and deepens to ∼500 m AGL through the night, in part as the prevailing easterlies357

strengthen and katabatic winds likely form. Just offshore, moisture from close to the lake surface is lifted upward into a bulge358

feature as the land breeze collides with the warmer air over the lake, similar to the formation of the bulge in W19. At 0400 LT,359

the head region of the land breeze separates from the easterly flow behind and independently propagates westward across the360

lake, along with the lofted moisture. In its wake, the winds remain easterly, but are weaker, indicating divergence behind the361

propagating feature. In the simulations, this process occurs across the whole length of the lake, mainly parallel to the eastern362

shore but turning to be parallel to the southern shore at the south end of the lake (not shown). The black brackets in Figures 8a,b363

mark the position of the detached front of the simulated land breeze between ∼33.25–33.7◦E at 0600 LT, with the moisture bulge364

feature slightly ahead between 33.2–33.5◦E. If a similar process occurred in reality, the deeper moisture in sonde B and strong365

easterlies in sonde C suggest that sonde C was located within the propagating detached land breeze front, whereas sonde B was366

located within the deeper moisture ahead. If present, this feature is located further west in the observations compared to the367

simulations, suggesting either that it is propagating at a greater speed, or that it formed earlier in the night. Assuming that the368

observed bulge feature is propagating westward, divergence to its east (weakening easterlies from west to east) may indicate that369
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it has wave-like properties, since divergence could be associated with a trough behind the peak. Although not indicated by the370

simulations, the low-level westerlies in sonde B could also be a detached land breeze head from across the western shore.371

Figures 8d-f show aircraft observations from low-level flying between approximately 0700 and 0900 LT, with corresponding372

data from the model plotted for 0800 LT (T+41 h forecast). Along the transect ∼300 m AGL (∼1450 m MSL), two regions of373

increased specific humidity—possible bulge features—are located at ∼33.9◦E (under arrow in Figure 8e) and ∼32.75◦E (under374

parabola in Figures 8d-f), where measurements exceeding 17 g kg−1 were taken. For comparison, specific humidity at this height375

during the evening flight was between 6.6–9.6 g kg−1 and values exceeding 15 g kg−1 were not recorded above 30 m AGL. These376

regions of high water content approximately correspond to locations where clouds were observed along a ∼1000 m AGL leg377

flown between 0650–0710 (with some differences due to the time delay between the various legs). Around 0530 LT, Figure 3c378

also shows two regions of low cloud over the lake (one to the west and one to the east) corresponding to the observed locations.379

Given the time constraints of the flight, the eastern bulge was sampled at just one height. The western bulge was chosen to380

be sampled in detail because it was close to the region of increased moisture depth identified in the sondes (sonde B, ∼32.9◦E)381

and because the bulge would be expected over the western half of the lake at this time (W19, their Figures 7j-l and 14d-f).382

Between 32.6–32.9◦E, the boundary layer was sampled at four heights (between ∼30–500 m AGL) and along two profiles.383

Around 32.8◦E, specific humidity exceeding 17 g kg−1 extended to a depth of at least 440 m AGL (∼1650 m MSL). At the384

same height at 33.25◦E (∼60 km east of the bulge), specific humidity of only 8-10 g kg−1 was recorded. Along the transect, the385

horizontal extent of the high moisture decreases with height, implying a dome shape (suggested by the parabola in Figure 8e).386

The location of the deepest moisture compared to that observed in sonde B confirms westward propagation of the feature of387

10–20 km in 2–3 hours. During these runs, the observed along-transect winds remain easterly within the bulge region, with a388

switch to westerly winds to the east suggesting an increase in divergence behind the bulge feature since the sonde drops 2 hours389

prior. In the simulation, the westward-propagating region of enhanced easterlies is weakened and no longer visible by 0800390

LT, but the deeper moist air remains, located around 33.1◦E (having propagated 10–20 km westward in 2 hours). Unlike the391

observations, winds remain easterly behind the bulge.392

height MSL (m) Subplot σ inside bulge (ms−1) σ outside bulge (ms−1)

1157 8 0.26 0.19

1279 7 0.29 0.21

1365 6 0.26 0.12

1577 5 0.23

TA B L E 3 Standard deviation σ of vertical velocity perturbationw ′ inside and outside the bulge regions marked by the solid
and dashed lines respectively in Figure 9. The subplot refers to the numbered inset axes in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows measurements of the specific humidity, vertical velocity perturbation w ′ (a proxy for turbulent kinetic393

energy) and along-transect wind sampled along the transect at different heights within and to the east of the bulge region. The394

inset axes (numbered) are centred vertically at the mean altitude of each aircraft run and extend horizontally for the length of395

the run such that all inset axes share the same x-axis (longitude). Data are only shown along straight level runs. The bulge was396

identified by a sharp increase in specific humidity close to 32.9◦E for the three transects below 1500 m MSL (inset axes 2-4).397

Regions inside the bulge are marked by a solid line and regions immediately outside the bulge are marked by a dashed line. A398

visual inspection of the data suggests thatw ′ is more variable inside the bulge compared to outside (Figure 9b). The standard399

deviation ofw ′ confirms this, showing higher variance inside the bulge at all heights (Table 3), although more sampling inside400

and outside the bulge is required to test the robustness of this difference. The most noteworthy difference in standard deviation of401

w ′ occurs at 1365 m MSL (∼230 m AGL, inset axis 6), where the standard deviation outside the bulge is less than half compared402
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to inside the bulge (0.12 vs 0.26 ms−1). The standard deviation ofw ′ outside the bulge at this height is also around two times403

lower than the samples both inside and outside the bulge along the two lower transects. The similar thermodynamic and TKE404

characteristics of the air inside the bulge compared to the air at lower altitudes strongly supports the hypothesis that the boundary405

layer is the source of the air which forms the bulge. The presence of this region of boundary layer air next to a region of quiescent406

air—likely free-tropospheric air—at 230 m AGL suggests that the the boundary layer air has been lifted upward by a process407

other than normal overturning, likely convergence at low levels. Given the high specific humidity and standard deviation ofw ′408

along the highest transect (1577 m MSL, ∼440 m AGL), the aircraft likely only sampled the bulge region at this height and did409

not fly far enough east to sample air outside the bulge.410

In the simulation, a second region of deepened moisture occurs around 32.5◦E (Figure 8e), to the west of where the flight411

transect passed over a section of the Sese Islands (small notch of orography at 32.6◦E in Figures 8d-f). In the simulation,412

convergence occurs just to the east of the islands (Figure 8d), likely responsible for the uplift of moist air. The observed bulge413

was located just to the east of the islands and the aircraft did not sample to the west of the islands. It cannot be said whether414

the easterlies observed inside the bulge are related to the dynamics of the bulge, an effect of the presence of the islands, or a415

combination of both.416

3.3 | Model evaluation417

For the prediction of the location and timing of the LBF, the simulations—especially the 300 m configuration—show broad418

agreement with the observations, which is impressive given the lack of observations available to initialise the model in this419

region. At the closest model output time (1600 LT, T+37 h forecast), the LBF is situated in a broadly similar location to the420

observations for all three model configurations (Figures 4a-c). The location of the front in the 300 m simulation is ∼3 km further421

inland compared to observations. However, the model snapshot is from approximately 30 minutes before the aircraft actually422

crossed the front at 1627 LT, suggesting that the simulated LBF should be behind the observed front. Therefore, either the rate of423

inland propagation of the front is too high, or the lake breeze was initiated too early in the simulation. The lake–land gradient in424

θv at 1600 LT is greater in observations than in the model over the first 75 km onshore (Figures 4c,g), suggesting that the LBF425

should be ahead in the observations since a stronger θv gradient would drive a stronger onshore flow further inland. However,426

relative to the simulations, stronger observed easterly winds in the 50 km ahead of the LBF (Figures 4a,e, +50–+100 km), will427

offer greater opposition to the propagating lake breeze (Estoque, 1962; Simpson et al., 1977; Arritt, 1993). The stronger observed428

winds are likely a result of decreasing θv ahead of the LBF, compared to a small increase in θv in the simulation (Figures 4c,g).429

All three model configurations capture the wind reversal and moisture decrease across the front, but the rate of change is too430

low in the 1.5 and 4.4 km configurations, especially the latter which shows a more gradual change over ∼30 km. Milton et al.431

(2017) suggest that only features with a horizontal extent greater than 7 grid-points can be fully resolved in a model. Given the432

observed width of the LBF (∼5 km), it is not expected that the 4.4 or 1.5 km configurations could accurately simulate this feature.433

However, the rate of change across the front in the 300 m simulation is too high, corresponding to a reduced horizontal extent of434

the front compared to observations. The magnitude of change in along-transect wind is too small in all model configurations435

because the easterly winds ahead of the LBF are too weak (discussed above). The magnitude of the change in specific humidity436

is also too small because the air inside the lake breeze is too dry.437

All model configurations are able to simulate the return flow above the land breeze, although the level of the free troposphere438

is 2 km higher in the model. For comparison with observations, sonde F (∼120 km west of eastern shoreline) recorded specific439

humidity of 3.7 g kg−1 and an along-transect wind speed of -8.2 ms−1 at 3 km MSL, compared to 3.5 g kg−1 and -6.2 ms−1 at440

the same position in the model (Figures 5a,b). In the 1.5 and 4.4 km configurations, the influence of the return flow on specific441

humidity extended further west (∼250 km west) of the eastern shore compared to ∼180 km in the 300 m configuration.442

Differences in the location, gradient and height of the orography in the model may also be responsible for differences443
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between the location and timing of the LBF between model resolutions and the observations. In particular, the gradient of the444

orography will affect the strength of anabatic winds which can reinforce the lake breeze. Figure 4d shows how the orographic445

peak approximately 50 km inland is over 200 m higher in the 300 m configuration compared to the 4.4 km configuration, and446

occurs ∼5 km further inland.447

In general, the depth of the lake breeze at 1900 LT is ∼100–200 m greater in the models compared to the dropsonde profiles448

over both lake and land (Figures 5a,b and Figures 6a-c). Specific humidity within the lake breeze layer is lower in the model than449

observations (Figure 6b), despite the model being warmer (Figure 6a). Over land, the total amount of precipitable water between450

the surface and top of the inversion is greater in the model (4.64 mm vs. 3.87 mm) which, given its greater vertical extent and451

lower specific humidity, implies that the simulated lake breeze is too dilute. Over the lake, the simulated specific humidity is too452

low and the layer is too dry overall with 4.96 mm of precipitable water between the surface and the top of the inversion in the453

model compared to 5.65 mm in observations. The model is warmer and drier than observed immediately above the lake breeze454

layer (∼1600–2200 m MSL) since it does not capture the shallow well-mixed layer at this height (Figures 6a,b).455

During the morning flight, the depth of the simulated moisture over the lake extends to a greater depth compared to456

observations (Fig. 8b and 6e). The surface mixed layer is deeper, but more dilute in the model, similar to the bias seen during the457

morning flight. The mixed layer over the lake is also ∼2 K warmer in the model at the location of sonde D (Figure 6d). Over land458

(sonde F), the model is ∼2K cooler and more stable than the observations at the surface. The increased density gradient due to the459

cooler air above land and warmer air over the lake in the observations compared to the model could explain the greater westward460

propagation of the bulge feature in the observations. While observed specific humidity over land generally decreases with height461

above the surface, the model shows an increase up to 400 m AGL. The height of the peak land breeze winds are ∼150 m lower in462

the model than observations (Figure 6f), which could be related to the temperature differences or the representation of orography.463

4 | CONCLUSIONS464

During late January 2019, the HyVic pilot flight campaign successfully carried out two flights using the FAAM BAe-146 aircraft465

to sample the lake–land breeze circulation over Lake Victoria in East Africa. An evening and morning flight observed the lake466

and land breeze circulations at their respective times in the diurnal cycle in unprecedented detail. Notably, this campaign provides467

the first observations of the vertical structure of the lake–land breeze circulation of Lake Victoria. The observational period468

was generally dry, allowing the underlying lake–land breeze circulation to be observed without the complicating impacts of469

storm circulations. High-resolution CP MetUM simulations were performed for the campaign period. Model evaluation was470

performed and, where appropriate, the simulations were used to fill gaps in the aircraft data. In particular, this novel observational471

data set provides the first detailed measurements of the lake breeze front (LBF), including the return flow above, over Lake472

Victoria. Signals of a nocturnal land breeze across the eastern shore and its return flow were also identified. The data provides473

first observational evidence for a moisture bulge—a region of higher and deeper moisture above the lake surface, associated with474

nocturnal low-level convergence—and insight into the formation and propagation of this feature, which had previously only been475

seen in simulations by Woodhams et al. (2019).476

During the evening flight, the aircraft sampled the lake breeze across the eastern shore at a height of ∼300 m AGL, traversing477

the LBF at 1627 LT approximately 50 km onshore. The LBF exhibited a wind reversal from westerly to easterly, in which the478

velocity changed by ∼8 ms−1, and a decrease in specific humidity of 6 g kg−1 over just 5 km. This width of this LBF is similar to479

that observed for the Great Salt Lake in the northern US (Zumpfe and Horel, 2007), despite Lake Victoria being over 15 times480

larger. Dropsonde profiles between 1829–1843 LT showed the depth of the lake breeze layer to be ∼300 m, in line with studies481

elsewhere in the world (see references in the introduction) although on the lower end, which is surprising given that Lake Victoria482

is one of the largest lakes in the world. The changes in magnitude of humidity and wind are greater than seen in other studies, but483

earceb
Highlight
Need to say what studies and where they were with refs - the different climate/geographical location is likely to have played a part
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this could be a result of the large lake, or because other studies took these measurements at the surface. A return breeze layer484

between 2–5 km MSL (1–4 km AGL) was identified in the dropsonde profiles, showing that moist air—likely advected over land485

by the lake breeze—had been transported back toward the lake at mid-levels, extending at least 50 km offshore. A small isolated486

cumulonimbus was observed to form around 1700 LT in the region of the LBF, with an estimated life cycle of 1.5 hours.487

During the morning flight, a land breeze with a depth of 350 m was observed in a dropsonde profile close to the eastern488

shore at 0545 LT, as was a return flow between 450–1450 m AGL. Land breezes tend to be weaker than their lake counterparts489

(Mak and Walsh, 1976), so the lower lake breeze depth measured during the evening flight compared to the land breeze depth490

could suggest that the breeze was decaying by the time the dropsonde profiles were taken. The easterly land breeze signal in the491

dropsonde profiles initially weakened moving offshore, but a region of enhanced easterlies was observed near the centre of the492

lake (33.1◦E). Consistent with the accompanying model simulation, it was suggested that the leading edge of the land breeze,493

indicated by strong easterlies, separated from the main land breeze and propagated westward across the lake.494

At the same time, a region of deeper moisture was identified in the sonde profile at 32.9◦E, just west of the sonde with the495

strongest easterlies (detached land breeze) over the lake. The sonde with deepened moisture also recorded weak westerlies at496

the surface, indicating the presence of low-level convergence at the leading edge of the detached land breeze. The presence of497

low-level convergence suggests that the deeper moisture in the western sonde was caused by the uplift of moist near-surface air,498

as was the case for the bulge identified in W19. Between 0700-0900 LT, a significant region of increased and deeper moisture was499

sampled by the aircraft between 32.6–32.9◦E and at various heights between 30–500 m AGL and along two profiles. This region500

is very likely to be the same as that identified during the sonde drops, with 10–20 km westward propagation in 2–3 hours. Along501

the aircraft track, specific humidity exceeding 17 g kg−1 was observed to a depth of at least 440 m AGL at 32.8◦E, compared to502

8–10 g kg−1 at the same height 60 km to the east. Using w ′ as a proxy for turbulence, it was shown that the bulge was likely503

formed of boundary layer air which had been lifted upward by low-level convergence, rather than by normal overturning in the504

boundary layer.505

To the east of the bulge feature, westerly winds were observed at all sampled levels (as low as 30 m AGL), indicating an506

increase in divergence since the sonde drop period. The westward propagation of a region of deeper and greater moisture—507

initially formed by convergence related to a land breeze across the eastern shore—is consistent with the bulge feature from508

simulations in W19. However, in W19, strong easterlies persist behind the bulge as it propagates; there is no detachment of the509

leading edge of the land breeze or divergence as observed and simulated during HyVic. While divergence across the lake occurs510

between 2–3 km MSL in the W19 simulation, this is related to a return flow above the low-level convergence (their Figure 7f).511

Given that divergence was observed at just 30 m AGL during the flight (Figure 8d), it is highly unlikely that the aircraft was512

sampling a return flow at this height. The westward propagation of the bulge feature with divergence in its wake suggests that the513

feature exhibits wave-like characteristics. As far as the authors are aware, a feature like this has not previously been observed or514

simulated.515

The convection-permitting configuration of the MetUM, run with three different horizontal grid-spacings (4.4 km, 1.5 km516

and 300 m), was able to reproduce the location and timing of key features and processes with reasonable accuracy, which is a517

major achievement due to the lack of observations assimilated in this region. The location and timing of the LBF were accurate518

to within ∼10 km and ∼30 minutes. However, the width of the LBF was too great in the 4.4 and 1.5 km configurations and too519

narrow in the 300 m model. For example, at a horizontal grid-spacing of 4.4 km—the configuration of the current operational520

CP MetUM model over tropical Africa run by the UK Met Office—the LBF had a width of ∼30 km instead of ∼5 km. Such a521

result is unsurprising given that only features with a horizontal extent greater than 7 times the horizontal grid-spacing can be522

properly resolved in a model (Milton et al., 2017), but raises important questions as to how well a 4.4 km configuration could ever523

capture the lake–land breeze dynamics. During the morning flight, all model configurations were able to simulate the wave-like524

characteristics of the westward-propagating bulge feature. Unsurprisingly, there were differences in the location of the land525

breeze front and bulge feature between the model and observations. In both the morning and evening flights, it is unclear whether526
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discrepancies in the locations of fronts and other features were related to differences in the timing of events or propagation speeds.527

Differences between model configurations and observations may also be related to differences in the representation of orography.528

In all model configurations, the depth of the simulated lake breeze over land was too great, with warming and dilution529

of the moisture in this layer. On the other hand, the land breeze depth just inland was too shallow during the morning flight,530

although also too dry at the surface compared to the observations. Over land, the lowest few hundred metres of the atmosphere531

were stable during both flights. It is known that stably stratified BLs are difficult to simulate in numerical models, related to532

the parametrisation of turbulent diffusion (e.g. Sandu et al. 2013; Holtslag et al. 2013; Fiedler et al. 2013), but further analysis533

is required to fully address the issue, in particular why the model exhibited different biases between the day and night. Over534

the lake, the lowest layer of the atmosphere was well-mixed during both flights, but this layer was too warm, dry and deep in535

the model. Further observations (e.g. surface and top of boundary layer fluxes) and detailed model simulations are required to536

understand the origin of the excessive heating and drying in the model.537

Although it is difficult to draw robust conclusions from just two flights, the HyVic pilot flight campaign has provided538

direction and motivation for a future extended aircraft campaign over the region, demonstrating proof of concept that key539

processes can be observed. Such a campaign should include increased sampling near the surface and a higher density of sonde540

drops. An aircraft can sample at many levels, but the atmosphere may quickly evolve between different legs, which makes it541

difficult to attribute differences to time or location. Accordingly, ground observations—including automatic weather stations,542

wind profilers, doppler lidars and radiometers—are required in conjunction with the aircraft. Upper-air observations from543

radiosondes would be an ideal addition to monitor the atmosphere. Unfortunately no radiosonde launches were made from544

Entebbe during the campaign, but increased reliability of radiosonde launches in the region should be a priority. While basing the545

flights along a single transect allows the upper levels to be linked to the surface, one shortcoming is that the information recorded546

is only 2D. In particular, convergence can only be identified along the line of the transect. An ideal tool—both for scientific547

study and operational forecasting—would be radar, which can complete a 3D scan within a relatively small time window. With548

radar, multiple scans could be used to study the 3D evolution of the circulations, especially convergence and storm structure.549

The first radar observations from the S-band dual-polarised radar in Mwanza (southern shore of Lake Victoria) operated by the550

Tanzania Meteorological Agency have been presented by Waniha et al. (2019), demonstrating the utility of the radar to identify551

convergence lines over the lake.552

In addition to more observations, idealised modelling will be a useful tool to study the moisture bulge during the early553

morning. Simulations of land breeze collisions under different environmental conditions—such as environmental humidity,554

prevailing wind and land–lake temperature contrasts—could be used to understand the formation of the bulge, as well as555

conditions under which it contributes to storm formation over Lake Victoria. While the propagation of the bulge feature observed556

and simulated during HyVic appears to be controlled by wave dynamics, the behaviour of the bulge in W19 shows more557

connection to density current dynamics. Idealised modelling could help understand the differences leading to these two scenarios558

and likely identify additional scenarios. It has been shown that even high-resolution models struggle to correctly simulate the559

wind, moisture and temperature gradients across the LBF. It is important to understand how this gradient may affect the known560

triggering of storms within the convergence zone of the LBF. Idealised modelling could also address this question by performing561

simulations with different horizontal grid-spacings, or by artificially imposing synoptic conditions or lake–land contrasts to562

change the strength of the LBF. Model runs could also be performed with and without orography to better understand the effect563

of orography on the lake and and breezes. While this has been done in coarser climate models (e.g. Mukabana and Pielke 1996;564

Song et al. 2004; Anyah et al. 2006), this has not been done in a CP model.565

Given the devastating impacts of storm occurrence over the lake, improving understanding of the processes responsible for566

storm initiation is key to improving safety on the lake. Confidence in the representation of the lake–land breeze circulation and567

its impacts on rainfall in climate models is also vital for planning lake management scenarios in the future. The HyVic pilot flight568

campaign has provided observations of the underlying lake–land breeze circulation in unprecedented detail, but an extended569
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campaign is necessary for better statistics and greater observational coverage. In particular, it remains unclear how properties of570

the LBF and nocturnal moisture bulge may vary on seasonal and synoptic timescales, and how such variations may lead to deep571

convection, therefore ongoing observations are required throughout the year.572
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F I G U R E 1 Elevation data from the Global Land One-kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE) Digital Elevation Model
(Hastings and Dunbar, 1999). Full domain, red line and blue line correspond to 4.4 km, 1.5 km and 300 m nests respectively for
CP MetUM runs during the HyVic period.
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F I G U R E 2 (a),(c) Map view of flight tracks (coloured lines) with terrain height (shading, as in Figure 1) and mean 10 m
wind vectors from ERA5 during the flight duration. The white star marks Entebbe airport. (b),(d) Cross-section view of the flight
tracks (coloured lines) and dropsonde profiles (black lines). Red numbers show distance in km from the eastern shore of the lake.
Colours along the flight tracks show the time of day. Left-hand plots show the evening flight and right-hand plots show the
morning flight.
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F I G U R E 3 METEOSAT 10.8 µm brightness temperature images closest to the times of the sonde drops/runs. Yellow and
green dashed lines mark transect along which model cross-sections are computed for flight runs and sonde transects respectively.
Pink crosses show where the sondes were dropped, with the time of the first and last drop labelled. Left-hand plots show the
evening flight and right-hand plots show the morning flight.
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F I G U R E 4 Aircraft observations (black) of (a) along-transect wind, (b) specific humidity and (c) virtual potential temperature along a ∼300 m AGL (∼1400 m MSL when above

the lake) run moving from the lake (northwest) to land (southeast) between 1550-1638 LT during the evening flight. Simulated variables from CP MetUM with three different resolutions are

also plotted (colours), obtained from a virtual fly-through of the model along the aircraft track at 1600 LT (T+37 h forecast). (d) Orography from the three model resolutions. Cross-sections

of (e) along-transect wind, (f) specific humidity and (g) virtual potential temperature from the aircraft observations are plotted within the thick black contour. The simulated variables (from

the 300 m model) are plotted underneath. Aircraft and model data in (e-g) are from the same times as in (a-c). The distance in km from the eastern shore of the lake (black dashed line) are

shown in red. Positive (negative) numbers are onshore (offshore). The red arrows mark the position of the lake breeze front and the black arrows mark a second front observed offshore.
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F I G U R E 5 Cross-sections of (a) along-transect wind, (b) specific humidity and (c) virtual potential temperature from the
dropsonde observations between 1829–1847 LT during the evening flight. The simulated variables from the 300 m model
configuration at 1900 LT (T+30 h forecast) are plotted underneath the observations. The distance in km from the eastern shore of
the lake (black dashed line) are shown in red. Positive (negative) numbers are onshore (offshore). Note that the transect extends
further west and east compared to Figure 4. Also note the different height scale in (a), where the black dashed line shows the
maximum height in (b) and (c).
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F I G U R E 6 Profiles of observed (black, from dropsondes) and simulated (colours, from the 300 m model) (a),(d) potential
temperature, (b),(e) specific humidity, and (c),(f) along-transect wind (positive winds approximately correspond to westerlies)
during the (a-c) evening and (d-f) morning flights. Dashed lines show profiles over Lake Victoria and solid lines show profiles
over land to the east of the lake. Note the different vertical scales in the first and second row of plots. Inset axes in the top row
show a zoom of the lowest 1500 m AGL. The location of the sonde drops are shown for (g) the evening flight and (h) the
morning flight by the grey lines. The distance in km from the eastern shore of the lake is given by the red numbers and the letters
correspond to the sonde labels in Figures 5 and 8.
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F I G U R E 7 (a) Along-transect wind, (b) specific humidity and (c) virtual potential temperature profiles measured by sondes
between 0527–0545 LT during the morning flight. Positive winds approximately correspond to westerlies. The letters correspond
to the sonde labels in Figure 8.
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F I G U R E 8 Cross-sections of (a),(d) along-transect wind, (b),(e) specific humidity and (c),(f) virtual potential temperature from (a-c) sondes

between 0527–0545 LT and (d-f) the aircraft between 0712–0855 LT during the morning flight are plotted within the thick black contour. The simulated

variables from the 300 m configuration from (a-c) 0600 LT (T+39 h forecast) and (d-f) 0800 LT (T+41 h forecast) are plotted underneath the

observations. All plots share the same x-axis (longitude) but the distance in km from the eastern shore of the lake (red numbers) differ between (a-c) and

(d-f) due to slightly different flight tracks. The black arrows in (a) show convergence between sondes B and C. The black bracket in (a-b) shows the

detached land breeze front. The parabola in (d-f) shows the approximate location of the bulge feature. The arrow in (e) shows the location of a second

potential moisture bulge near the eastern shoreline.
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F I G U R E 9 (a) specific humidity q , (b) vertical velocity perturbationw ′ and (c) along-transect wind along transects over the
lake observed between 0733–0855 LT during the morning flight. The inset axes are centred vertically on the main axes at the
mean altitude of each aircraft run, and extend horizontally for the length of the run such that all inset axes share the same x-axis
(longitude). The regions marked by the solid (dashed) black lines in the inset axes of (a-c) show the regions inside (outside) the
bulge in (d-f).
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